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Abstract

Chronic infection of hepatitis B virus (HBV) is the major cause of hepatocellular

carcinoma (HCC). Notably, 90% of HBV‐positive HCC cases exhibit detectable HBV

integrations, hinting at the potential early entanglement of these viral integrations in

tumorigenesis and their subsequent oncogenic implications. Nevertheless, the

precise chronology of integration events during HCC tumorigenesis, alongside their

sequential structural patterns, has remained elusive thus far. In this study, we

applied whole‐genome sequencing to multiple biopsies extracted from six HBV‐

positive HCC cases. Through this approach, we identified point mutations and viral

integrations, offering a blueprint for the intricate tumor phylogeny of these samples.

The emergent narrative paints a rich tapestry of diverse evolutionary trajectories

characterizing the analyzed tumors. We uncovered oncogenic integration events in

some samples that appear to happen before and during the initiation stage of tumor

development based on their locations in reconstituted trajectories. Furthermore, we

conducted additional long‐read sequencing of selected samples and unveiled

integration‐bridged chromosome rearrangements and tandem repeats of the HBV

sequence within integrations. In summary, this study revealed premalignant

oncogenic and sequential complex integrations and highlighted the contributions

of HBV integrations to HCC development and genome instability.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Chronic infection with the hepatitis B virus (HBV) is accountable for

approximately 40% of liver cancer worldwide.1 The integration of the viral

sequence into the tumor genome is recognized as a key oncogenic

mechanism of HBV,2 and it is detectable in about 90% of HBV‐caused

liver cancer.3 Viral integrations start to occur shortly after HBV infection

in hepatocytes and tend to follow a mostly random pattern.4,5 In

hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), HBV integrations are more prevalent in

certain human genes, such as Telomerase Reverse Transcriptase (TERT)

and LysineMethyltransferase 2B (KMT2B),3,6 indicating their involvement

in tumorigenesis. Integrated viral sequences have the potential to

influence nearby genes either transcriptionally or functionally6 and may

contribute to genome instability.7 However, our understanding of the

dynamics of integrations during tumor development and clonal evolution

remains limited. Multiple regional sequencing serves as a potent method

to uncover the historical genetic evolution of tumors and has been

applied to various cancers including lung cancer,8–10 renal cell carci-

noma,11,12 breast cancer,13 glioblastoma,14 and others. Among the major

cancer types, oncoviral integrations impact only HCC and cervical cancer.

Viral integrations can be characterized through high‐throughput

sequencing coupled with appropriate bioinformatics analyses. Never-

theless, detecting structural changes in the human genome caused by

viral integrations remains notably challenging, primarily due to the need

for resolving the ambiguous mapping of short reads to both human and

virus genomes simultaneously.15 Identifying integrations with low allele

frequencies and those inserting into repetitive regions proves to be

particularly difficult. The relatively lower sequencing depth commonly

employed in whole‐genome sequencing (WGS) studies, when compared

to whole‐exome sequencing, along with variable tumor purity, also

contributes to the potential misidentification of viral integrations. Notably,

conventional paired‐end sequencing can solely determine the human‐

virus boundaries, as the short read lengths hinder the comprehensive

elucidation of internal sequential structures within integrations. Recently,

new sequencing techniques such as Pacific Biosciences' (PacBio) single‐

molecule real‐time (SMRT) sequencing and Oxford Nanopore Technolo-

gies' nanopore sequencing have emerged, generating reads exceeding

10 kb in length.16,17 These extended reads sufficiently cover entire

integrations as well as adjacent human sequences, thereby enabling the

reconstruction of integration structures. This advancement holds the

potential to unveil novel structures that were hitherto unresolved by

short‐read sequencing methods.

To understand the timing and structure of HBV integrations in

HCC, we conducted multiple‐biopsy paired‐end sequencing and

PacBio long‐read sequencing of HBV‐positive HCC. Our findings

reveal oncogenic integration events that likely occurred before and

during tumor initiation, despite the diverse evolutionary phylogeny of

the analyzed tumors. Long‐read sequencing discovered integrations

that caused interchromosome and inversion rearrangements. This

study unveils premalignant oncogenic and sequential complex

integrations, emphasizing the impact of HBV integrations on HCC

development and genome instability.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Patient samples

Surgically resected tumor samples and blood samples were collected

from Chinese patients diagnosed with HCC at the Affiliated Drum

Tower Hospital of Medical School of Nanjing University. The

inclusion criteria are: (1) positive for hepatitis B surface antigen

(HBsAg); (2) categorized as having Child‐Pugh Class A liver function;

(3) diagnosed with a single tumor; (4) tumor size falling between 3.5

and 10 cm in diameter; (5) age below 80 years; (6) alpha‐fetoprotein

levels exceeding 100 ng/mL. Conversely, individuals meeting any of

the following conditions were excluded: (1) lacking surgical options;

and (2) coinfection hepatitis C virus. All six patients had no recorded

antiviral treatment. The pathologies of the tissues and the serology

test were performed by the department of pathology and the clinical

laboratory in the hospital, respectively. For each tumor, five distinct

biopsies that were deliberately spaced at intervals of no less than

0.5 cm from one another, without any intervening capsule, were

isolated. The adjacent tissue samples 2 cm away from the nearest

tumor tissues were also isolated. This study was approved by the

Research Ethics Committees of the Affiliated DrumTower Hospital of

Medical School of Nanjing University (2013‐081‐06). The written

informed consents were obtained from all patients involved in this

study. The study was carried out in accordance with the approved

guidelines.
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2.2 | WGS and PacBio sequencing

Genomic DNA was extracted from fresh tumor tissues, tumor

adjacent tissues, and blood samples using QIAGEN DNeasy Blood

& Tissue Kits. The libraries were constructed with TruSeq Nano DNA

LT Sample Preparation Kit (Illumina) and 150 bp paired‐end

sequenced on the Illumina sequencing platform HiSeq X Ten platform

(Illumina Inc.). The sequencing was conducted by OE Biotech Co., Ltd.

For PacBio sequencing, high molecular weight DNA was extracted

from leaves following the ∼20 kb SMRTbell Libraries Protocol and

sheared to an average size of 15 kb using g‐TUBE (Covaris), followed

by enrichment and purification of large fragments with 0.45×

AMPure beads. The libraries were built as recommended by PacBio

and sequenced using the P6‐C4 chemistry on a PacBio Sequel II

sequencing platform (PacBio) at Shanghai OE Biotech Co., Ltd.

2.3 | Somatic mutations, CNVs, and mutation
signature profiling with short‐reads sequencing

Paired‐end reads were preprocessed and mapped to human reference

genome hg38 using GATK and bwa mem following GATK best practice

workflow. Somatic short variants were called using Mutect2 with

matched samples following GATK best practice workflow. Somatical

copy‐number alterations were identified using ascatNGS. Mutational

signature profiling were carried out using SigProfiler BioinformaticTools18

follwoing online protocols. Clonal evolution were inferred and visualized

using PHYLogeny Inference Package with the input of nonsilent

mutations. Nonsilent mutations include missense mutations, nonsense

mutations, splicing site mutations, and indels (<50 bp).

2.4 | HBV read distribution

After the alignment against the human reference genome using BWA‐

MEM (v0.7.17) with the default parameters, paired‐end unmapped reads

were extracted using SAMtools fastq function (v1.10).19 Obtained

unmapped PE reads were next aligned against the HBV reference

genome, sourced from the NCBI RefSeq database (NC_003977), using

BWA‐MEM with the default parameters. The output SAM files were

converted to BAM format and then sorted and indexed using SAMtools.

DeepTools bamCoverage function was used to achieve the read depth

with the input BAM file with the parameters “‐‐binSize 1 ‐of bedgraph.”20

The average read depths of every 5‐bp window was computed. The HBV

copy number was obtained by dividing the average read depths by the

tumor purity and sequencing coverage.

2.5 | HBV integrations analysis using WGS short
reads

To profile HBV integrations, we analyzed the generated WGS of

each biopsy using our previous tool VIcaller.3 After the removal

of low‐quality integration candidates, we used the VIcaller

calculate function to compute its integration allele fraction

(IAF). IAF refers to the number of reads supported by integrations

versus the total number of reads supported by both viral and no

integrations.3 To predict the actual IAF, the computed IAF was

normalized by the tumor purity through the formal: actual

IAF = IAF × tumor purity. Some integration events were manually

inspected.

2.6 | HBV integration analysis using PacBio long
reads

Long reads were directly aligned against the HBV reference genome

(NC_003977) using minimap2 in SAM format with the default

parameters.21 Mapped reads were extracted and converted to

FASTQ format using SAMtools. We then aligned the kept reads

against the human reference genome to identify integration sites.

After the alignment, we measured the alignment of each long reads

against both human and HBV genomes using our in‐house python

script. We further identified reads supporting the same HBV

integrations by grouping all reads covered by the same integration

breakpoints.

2.7 | RNA‐seq analysis

We first trimmed the Illumina adapter sequences from the raw

paired‐end RNA‐seq reads per sample using Trimmomatic (v.039).22

Second, we combined the hg38 and HBV sequences into a combined

reference genome file and indexed it using STAR (v2.7.9).23 Third, we

aligned the clean RNA‐seq reads against the combined reference

genome using STAR. Last, the output SAM files were converted to

BAM format using SAMtools (v1.17).19 After we sorted and indexed

the BAM files, we then achieved the count per million values using

deeptools (v3.5.1) bamCoverage function.20 ggplot2 was used for the

visualization. To detect the HBV fusion transcripts, we first aligned

the RNA‐seq reads against the HBV genome using bwa‐mem with

default parameters.24 The aligned reads were extracted in paired‐end

using SAMtools and were further aligned against the human

reference genome to identify HBV integration sites. Integration sites

with two or more supporting reads were kept as candidates.

3 | RESULTS

Five biopsies were collected per tumor, with a separation margin of

0.5 cm or more, from six patients diagnosed with single, nonmeta-

static, giant HBV‐positive HCC for whole genome paired‐end

sequencing (Table S1 and Figure S1). As controls, we included five

peripheral blood samples and two adjacent liver tissues, with one pair

from the same patient. The median coverage was 90.2% (90.1–91.8)

and the median depth was 46.6 (32.9–65.5) (Table S2).
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Computational estimates of tumor purity indicated a median of 62%,

with the lowest being 28% (Table S3). On average, we identified

45 032 (19 214–84 942) somatic point mutations per sample,

including 491 (136–1361) nonsilent mutations (Figure 1A–C and

Table S4). Mutational signatures, which are based on nucleotide

substitution, can be mathematically calculated to infer the mutagen-

esis mechanisms.25 In our samples, SBS5 (unknown) contributed to

more than 50% mutations in 14 of 25 biopsies, consistent with a

previous report that SBS5 is the most dominant signature in liver

cancer.25 SBS4 (tobacco), SBS20 (POLD1 mutation and mismatch

repair deficiency), SBS22 (aristolochic acid exposure), SBS24 (afla-

toxin exposure), and SBS25 (chemotherapy), were identified in some

samples (Figure 1D), suggesting possible etiologies. Biopsies from

different patients showed diverse patterns of copy number variations

(CNV) and indels (Figure 1E, and Tables S5 and S6). Point mutations

on liver cancer related genes26–28 were identified, including in TP53

in four patients, ALB in two patients, and KEAP1, AXIN1, ATM,

FRAS1, TSC2, and OTOP1 (Table S4). In addition, CNV affected

TP53, PTEN, Rb1, CDKN2A, NCOR1, CCND1, and TERT (Table S5).

We then mapped paired‐end reads to the HBV reference

genome. We found that tumors from Patients 1 and 3 harbored

approximately half and 1/5 of HBV genomes, respectively, suggesting

the absence of episomal virus in these tumors (Figure 2A and

Figure S2). The full length of the HBV genome were detected in the

other four tumors. Notably, certain biosies, e.g. these from Patient 4,

displayed variable copy numbers across different parts of the HBV

genome (Figure 2A and Figure S2), indicating partial viral genome

integrations. Variability in HBV sequencing depths and read distribu-

tion among biopsies from the same tumors appeared minimal, largely

attributed to sequencing and calling variations, with some exceptions.

For example, Patient 5‐biopsy 4 and Patient 6‐biopsy 1 displayed

lower copy numbers of HBV genome, compared to other samples

from the same patients (Figure S2).

We then conducted viral integration analyses with VIcaller.3 In

total, we identified 44 unique HBV integration sites across the six

patients, with 43 detected in tumors and two in adjacent tissues, one

of which was shared by both tumors and matched adjacent tissue

(Figure 2B and Table S7). Patient 3, biopsy 1 was the only sample

without detectable integrations among the 30 tumor biopsies,

although it carried an almost identical HBV partial genome as other

biopsies from the same patient (Figure S2). Thus, it is possible that

this integration was missed during the sequencing or calling

processes. Patients 3 and 5 exhibited only two detectable integra-

tions in their tumor tissues, while Patients 2 and 6 carried the highest

numbers of integrations (21 and 10, respectively). Of the 43

integrations detected in tumors, 26 were shared by at least four

biopsies from the same tumors, with 9 found across all five biopsies.

Integrations shared by more biopsies had higher allele frequencies

compared to those shared by fewer biopsies (Figure 2C). Additionally,

two tumor‐adjacent tissues (from Patients 2 and 4) were included in

F IGURE 1 The genomic landscape of analyzed HCC tumor biopsies. (A) The number of total mutations, (B) the number of nonsilent
mutations, (C) the nucleotide base substitution frequencies, (D) the COSMIC mutation signature compositions, and (E) the copy number
variations in individual biopsies. HCC, hepatocellular carcinoma.
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this study, each carrying a single integration (Figure 2B). Notably, a

TERT promoter integration, an oncogenic event,29 was detected in

the adjacent and all tumor tissues from Patient 4, suggesting its

occurrence before transformation (Figure S3). This adjacent tissue

shared no nonsilent mutations with any of the five tumor biopsies,

which largely excluded the possibility of tumor contamination in the

adjacent sample. In addition to Patient 4, tumor biopsies from Patient

3 also carried integrations in the TERT promoter (Figure S3). Thus,

among the 6 analyzed tumors, 2 carried HBV integrations in the TERT

promoter, in line with our 30% estimate for HBV‐positive HCC.3 On

average, sequencing a single biopsy would miss 44% of nonsilent

mutations, 44% of all mutations, and 38% of viral integrations. Thus,

multiple‐biopsy sequencing significantly boosts sensitivity for detect-

ing mutations and integrations.

Next, we used the identified nonsilent mutations to construct

phylogenetic trees for the six tumors (Figure 3). Oncogenic

mutations, CNV events, and integrations were delineated onto the

phylogenetic trees' trunk, branch, or private segments, corresponding

to their occurrence in all biopsies, multiple biopsies, or a sole biopsy

within a tumor (Figure 3). The cohort of six patients were categorized

into two groups: Patients 1, 2, and 3 exhibited elongated trunks in

their phylogenetic trees, indicating minor distinctions among all five

tumor biopsies; the remaining three patients (4, 5, and 6) displayed

branching patterns in their phylogenetic trees, highlighting pro-

nounced heterogeneity among these tumors. Notably, biopsies from

Patients 5 and 6 were situated within distinct branches. In both cases,

one biopsy differed significantly from the other four biopsies, sharing

only 3 and 46 total trunk mutations (constituting 0.01% and 0.2% of

total mutations) in Patients 5 and 6, respectively. When considering

exclusively nonsilent mutations, the shared mutations dwindled to 0

and 1, respectively (Table S4).

In Patient 5, two HBV integrations in chromosomes 5 and 6

marked two primary branches which shared zero nonsilent mutations

(Figures 2B and 3E and Figure S4). These biopsies likely represented

separate tumor occurrences. Patient 6, on the other hand, featured

just one truncal nonsilent mutation (ATP2B3(D510Y)), while all five

biopsies shared a single integration (Figures 2B and 3F). Conse-

quently, among the six examined tumors, we observed viral

integration events preceding known oncogenic mutations in two

instances (Patients 4 and 6), based on their locations in the predicted

phylogenetic trees. One of them, HBV integration in TERT is a

premalignant oncogenic event. The functional oncogenic potential of

the integration shared by the five distinguished biopsies in Patient 6

remains uncertain. It's plausible that this integration also spurred

hepatocyte clonal amplification. This could have paved the way for

subsequent distinct oncogenic events in different daughter cells,

ultimately giving rise to two distinguished tumors exhibiting only one

shared nonsilent mutation.

Subsequently, we conducted RNA‐seq on an additional tumor

biopsy and an adjacent normal tissue biopsy from each tumor. Three

tumors exhibited minimal expression of HBV genes, despite one of

the adjacent tissues from a tumor displaying robust HBV gene

F IGURE 2 HBV sequence and integrations identified in analyzed tumor and tumor adjacent biopsies. (A) The distribution of sequencing
reads on the HBV genome in four selected tumor biopsies. (B) A summary of the location and allele frequency of the identified HBV integrations
in all tumor and tumor adjacent biopsies. (C) The allele frequency of integrations shared by different numbers of tumor biopsies. No integration
was observed in three out of five biopsies for any of the tumors analyzed in this study. HBV, hepatitis B virus.
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expression. Moreover, three tumors demonstrated partial genome

expression. Among these, two displayed consistent patterns and

levels of expression when compared to their matched adjacent

tissues. Notably, one exhibited higher expression than the adjacent

tissue (Figure S5). We identified chimeric human‐virus reads at only a

few integration sites identified in WGS, suggesting that the majority

of integrated HBV sequences might not be actively expressing

(Table S7). We also performed immunostaining for HBsAg on the

available tumor tissues. Among the five tumors tested, only two

tumors that exhibited HBV gene expression at the RNA level showed

weak positive results for HBsAg staining (Figure S6).

Multiple integrated viral sequences may promote chromosome

rearrangement through homologous recombination. Identification of

viral integration using massively parallel sequencing relies on chimeric

reads, which are concurrently mapped to both human and viral

reference genomes. Consequently, chromosomal translocations

bridged by viral integrations are typically identified as two distinct

integration events, often leading to the oversight of one boundary for

“each integration.” Previously, we have observed that 73% of

identified integrations displayed just one of the two junctions in

short‐read WGS data.3 Several factors, including limited sequencing

depth, algorithmic limitations in bioinformatics, and challenges in

mapping reads to repetitive sequences, could contribute to the

absence of one boundary. Irrespective of these factors, they might

also arise as outcomes of inter‐ or intrachromosomal rearrangements

facilitated by viral integrations. With sequencing involving multiple

biopsies, the likelihood of capturing one end of an integration and

missing the other in all biopsies is exceedingly low. However, out of

the 26 integrations detected in at least four biopsies, 20 of them

exhibited only one identical breakpoint across all biopsies (Figure 4A

and Table S7).

We selected two biopsies (Patient 2‐biopsy 3, P2‐3; Patient 6‐biopsy

5, P6‐5) with the most detected integrations for PacBio long‐read

sequencing. We confirmed the majority of integrations identified in short‐

read sequencing (7/11 and 7/10, respectively) (Table S8), despite the

lower sequencing depth in long‐read sequencing compared to short‐read

sequencing (Table S2). Furthermore, we discovered two additional

integrations in Patient 2 and four in Patient 6 (Figure 4B). Notably, all

four integrations that exhibited both upstream and downstream break-

points, as identified by short reads, were effectively validated using long

reads (Figure 4B). We found two integration‐bridged translocations in

each sample (Figure 4C): Chr2/21 and Chr1/8 in P2‐3 and Chr4/17 and

Chr7/9 in P6‐5. In all these instances, two chromosomes were separated

by partial HBV genome. The inserted HBV fragments varied in length

from 243 to 2539 bp, making it highly improbable for a single paired‐end

short read to cover and identify both boundaries. Indeed, in all tumor

biopsies from Patient 2, Chr7 and Chr9 were identified as two separated

integration events with only one end detected in short‐read sequencing

(A)

(D) (E) (F)

(B) (C)

F IGURE 3 Phylogenetic trees of six analyzed HCC tumors. Selected oncogenic mutations, tumor genes affected by copy number alterations,
and integrations were mapped to trunks and branches, as indicated. HCC, hepatocellular carcinoma.
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F IGURE 4 HBV integration‐bridged chromosomal recombination identified by long‐reads sequencing. (A) The number and percentage of
integrations with single or both human‐virus breakpoints identified by short‐reads sequencing. BP: breakpoint. (B) The location of integrations
identified by short‐reads and long‐reads sequencing in two biopsies. Lines represent integration‐bridged chromosomal translocation or
inversions. (C) Structure of the four integration‐bridged chromosomal translocation identified by long‐reads sequencing. The lines represent
single PacBio reads. (D) Mapping of supporting short‐reads to the integration‐bridged chromosomal translocation between chr7 and chr9 in
Patient 6‐biopsy 5. (E) Mapping of supporting short‐reads to the integration‐bridged chromosomal inversion of chr17 and chr9 in Patient 2‐
biopsy 3. (F) Log R ratio showing copy number alterations around breakpoints showing in (D). (G) Structure of the four complicated integrations
identified by long‐reads sequencing. The lines represent single PacBio reads. HBV, hepatitis B virus.
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(Figure 4B–D and Figure S7). Copy number gains based on short‐read

data were observed in these locations in Chr7 and Chr9, terminating at

the integration site (Figure 4F). In addition, we found one HBV

integration‐bridged inversion in P2‐3, which was fully covered by a total

of 14 long reads (Figure 4E). Notably, this inversion also manifested as

dual closely spaced integrations in short‐reads sequencing, with each

integration having only one end identified (Figure S8).

A rearranged genome offers the potential to modify chromatin

interactions in tumor cells, including hijacking enhancers.30 Never-

theless, the question of whether HBV integration‐bridged genome

rearrangements also contribute to tumorigenesis needs further

investigation. Furthermore, long‐read sequencing has identified four

integration sites harboring intricate recombination events within the

inserted HBV fragments (Figure 4G). In one case, a second copy was

attached to the first copy in a head‐to‐tail fashion, likely attributable

to the circular nature of the HBV genome. In the other two cases, full

or partial HBV genomes were linked together at different positions.

This is believed to stem from the recombination events occurring

either before or during the progression of HBV integration. The

existing of these structurally intricate integrations underscores the

complexities inherent in viral integration processes, which cannot be

resolved by massively parallel sequencing.

4 | DISCUSSION

Cancer development is a multistep process characterized by the

gradual accumulation of genetic alterations, including mutations,

structure alterations, and in certain instances, viral integrations. The

approach of sequencing multiple spatially distinct biopsies extracted

from a single tumor presents a more direct avenue to investigate

heterogeneity and extrapolate historical evolutionary trajectories. It

retrospectively illuminates the intricate evolutionary pathways

underpinning tumorigenesis, although it only demonstrates the

genetic characteristics of tumors at the time of the tissue collection

and may not capture the full breadth of temporal dynamics.

Multiregional sequencing has been applied to lung cancer,10 renal

cell carcinoma,12 breast cancer,13 glioblastoma14 and other cancers.

HBV positive HCC, along with cervical cancer, are the only major

cancer types that are affected by oncoviral integrations. The timing of

viral integrations during initiation and progression of HCC is largely

unknown. Here, we applied WGS to multiple tumor biopsies and

adjacent normal tissues collected from six HBV‐positive HCC.

Our study revealed a noteworthy pattern wherein the majority of

viral integrations were detected in most cancer biopsies obtained

from the same patient (Figure 2B and Table S7). It is important to

consider the inherent limitations of viral integration detection, given

its notably lower sensitivity compared to the identification of single

nucleotide variations.15 For example, no integrations were found in

Patient 3‐biopsy 1, which exhibited an almost identical HBV partial

genome to the other tumor biopsies harboring detected integrations

from Patient 3 (Figure S2). This integration was potentially over-

looked in the biopsy 1. This scenario suggests that a substantial

portion of integrations could indeed occur during the early phases of

tumorigenesis. Significantly, a pivotal finding underscores this notion.

We identified an integration within the TERT promoter in the

adjacent tissue, exhibiting identical integration patterns as observed

in all five tumor biopsies within the same patient (Figures 2B and 3D

and Table S7). This congruence strongly suggest this integration

event predating the transformative process. The reactivation of

TERT, caused by this integration, could potentially set the stage for

the clonal expansion of the host hepatocyte. The subsequent

accumulation of additional genetic changes within descendant

hepatocytes then seemingly catalyzed the transformation into HCC.

Patient 6 further reinforces this narrative, wherein an early‐stage

integration appears to have transpired before or during the

transformative process, based on its location in the predicted

phylogenetic trees (Figure 3F). The role of this integration in

promoting the clonal expansion of hepatocytes needs further

investigation. We only identify very few identical mutations or

integrations shared by analyzed tumor‐adjacent tissue pairs, although

tumors should be origin from normal tissues. Two factors contribute

to this scenario: (1) sampling variation. Analyzed tumor‐adjacent

tissues is limited to one spot adjacent to the tumor, potentially

missing the premalignant tissues; and (2) proportion of ancestral cells.

Premalignant ancestor of the tumor may represent a minority fraction

within the adjacent tissue sample, rendering shared alterations below

the detection threshold.

HBV, a partially double‐stranded DNA virus, follows a distinct

replication pathway necessitating reverse transcription. Unlike retro-

viruses, the integration into the host genome is not a programed stage

within its life cycle. Instead, it appears to occur randomly through a viral

integrase‐independent mechanism, stemming from double‐stranded

linear DNA formed during viral replication.31 Shortly after infection,

HBV integration can be identified in a fraction (<1%) of infected

hepatocytes.5 It becomes far more prevalent in HBV+ tumors,

illustrating its pivotal role in the oncogenic context. Numerous studies

have been conducted to profile HBV integrations in the last decade

using different approaches, including WGS and viral sequence‐enriched

methods (reviewed in Yeh et al.31 and Wang et al.32). It is hypothesized

that HBV integrations have the potential to play a role in tumorigenesis

by affecting viral transcripts, host genes, and genome stability.

Detecting viral integrations through massive parallel sequencing

is challenging due to the need for simultaneous mapping of short

reads to both human and viral genomes. As virus‐only reads cannot

be accurately mapped to any integrations, only the human‐virus

boundaries can be established, based on chimeric or split reads.

Notably, some integrations exhibit both breakpoints in the same

direction in human or viral genomes.5 These scenarios cannot be

attributed to linear viral genome insertion at a single human genome

location. Unfortunately, short‐read sequencing is inadequate for

resolving such mysteries. Here, we applied PacBio SMRT sequencing

technology to selected samples, providing reads spanning tens of

kilobases. These extended reads effectively cover entire integrations

and adjacent human sequences, enabling us to reconstruct integra-

tion structures. Our findings unveiled integrations bridging chromatin
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rearrangements and inversions, as well as integrations containing

tandem viral sequence repeats. Integration‐bridged chromatin re-

arrangements may arise from homologous recombination involving

two independent integrations. Chromatin inversions may stem from

recombination facilitated by homologous sequences within inte-

grated viral sequences, like tandem repeats.

The belief that HBV integrations foster genome instability has

been long‐standing. Our results provide substantial support for this

notion. These chromatin rearrangement events could lead to

oncogene gain, tumor suppressor gene deletion, and disruption of

regulatory elements. Further exploration is essential to elucidate their

role in hepatocarcinogenesis.
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